WARNING
- Follow the instructions on the packaging to take the weight of the monitor and ensure:
  - The monitor is securely fastened to the arm
  - The monitor is secured to the monitor stand
  - The monitor is levelled correctly
- Do not attach the monitor before assembling arm.
- Some monitors have monitors and may require review of the installation instructions to ensure correct fixing.
- After reviewing the instructions, please verify that the monitor is installed correctly.
- For dual screens, please review the instructions for each monitor individually.

MANTENIMIENTO E INSPECCIÓN
- Asegurar de que todos los tornillos estén apretados y ajustar si fuera necesario.
- No instalar el monitor antes de fijar el brazo.
- El peso soportado no debe exceder 6.5 kg por brazo.

COMPONENT LIST
- Monitor Arm x 1
- Post and Clamp x 1
- Clamp Pad x 1
- Cable Clips x 2
- M4x12mm VESA Screws x 4
- VESA Plate x 1
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1A Install clamp pad

1B Position post and clamp onto desk

1C Fully tighten clamp pad to the underdesk

2A Compress and hold both buttons

2B Slide arm onto the chosen channels of the post

2C Release buttons to clamp arm to post

3A Use screws supplied

3B Be sure to select correct length

3C Screws over-inserted

3D Screws under-inserted

4A Support screen and then compress buttons to adjust screen to required height

4B Release buttons whilst still supporting the screen

5A Install monitor cables into cable management features

6A Ensure to lift monitor whilst adjusting the height

7A Security screw locks monitor to arm

**IMPORTANT**

- To ensure proper engagement of the mounting screws, it is recommended to turn each screw 4 to 7NM, as over or under insertion can cause damage.

- Ensure there is enough free cable to avoid stretching or snagging at all positions.

- The installer is responsible to ensure all mounting screws are properly engaged with a minimum of 4 x 360° turns into the display.

- It is recommended to use a 6mm allen key into toolless adjuster (not supplied).